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Good Afternoon, and thank you for the opportunity to present. While I am a member of the Transportation Planning Board, I am also a member, and the current chair, of MWCOG’s Planning Directors’ Technical Advisory Committee.  I’m here today to present a mid-year status report on the Planning Directors’ ongoing work.   



Who are We?
Technical Committee of COG 
Board of Directors. 

We advise on: 
• Comprehensive planning 

and zoning
• Economic growth and 

forecasting
• Transportation–land use 

relationships 

We Help: 
• Prepare Cooperative 

Forecasts
• Designate Activity Centers 

Source: MWCOG
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The technical committee is made of Planning Directors the MWCOG jurisdictions. We meet monthly to discuss relevant and pressing planning issues facing our jurisdictions and the region. The venue allows for a robust conversation and exchange of ideas on emerging policy, development constraints and best practices.



TPB Endorsed Initiatives
1) Bring Jobs and Housing 

Closer Together
2) Expand Bus Rapid Transit 

Regionwide
3) Move More People on 

Metrorail
4) Provide More 

Telecommuting and Other 
Options for Commuting

5) Expand Express Highway 
Network

6) Improve Walk and Bike 
Access to Transit

7) Complete the National 
Capital Trail

Source: MWCOG
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TPB has seven endorsed initiatives which guide Visualize 2045. Land use planning plays an important role in supporting all of the initiatives. The most direct, and short-term connections to land use are for initiatives 1 and 6, Bring Jobs and Housing Closer Together and Improve Walk and Bike Access to Transit. Land use policies can positively affect these initiatives by indicating where development should happen related to activity centers and transit in the region. 



Land Use Initiative

Growth should be focused in 
Regional Activity Centers and/or 
in areas with high-capacity 
transit.

Optimize Regional Land Use Balance 
(Bring Housing and Jobs Closer Together)

Source: MWCOG

Better balance of jobs and 
housing between the eastern 
and western portions of the 
region.

More households needed to meet 
demand for future job growth.
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Land use has a significant impact on the decision of how, when and where people make trips. The region has 141 Regional Activity Centers, where much of the current planning and development is happening. COG has created a target for 50% of residential and 75% of commercial development to happen in these Activity centers. This goal is currently being exceeded for residential. This success is bringing households and jobs closer together, both geographically and from a transportation perspective, as Activity Centers tend to be well connected to the regional transportation network.



Jurisdictions’ Planning Efforts

• District of Columbia: Resilient Waterfront Design

• Fairfax County: Embark Richmond Highway

• City of Alexandria: Potomac Yard and Eisenhower 
East

• Montgomery County: TOD Planning

• Prince George's County: Purple Line Planning

• Prince William County: Transit-Oriented 
Development

• City of Manassas: Historic Downton Manassas 
Planning

Presentations Given at Planning Directors

Presented

To Present
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As part of the 2018 conversation, the Planning Directors have been presenting on active planning efforts in our jurisdictions. Halfway through the year, there have been presentations from 7 jurisdictions, with the rest presenting as the year continues. These presentations have helped form a dialogue about issues facing the region, and has allowed us to identify regional trends and themes. 



Planning Directors’ Discussion
Conversations have focused on: 
• Development not achieving planned density
• Last Mile Connections
• Coordinating land use with transportation projects  
• Thinking multi-modal
• Stronger community conversations 
• Mixed use look different in different places
• Citizen opposition to development
• Identify land use implications
• Disconnect between current & long range planning 
• Better jobs/housing balance in Activity Centers
• Land availability to build public facilities
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These themes include challenges with achieving planned density, how to facilitate stronger community conversations, how to better coordinate short and long-term planning, and how to improve the jobs-housing balance in activity centers.



What Have We Learned

Land Use is more
than transportation 

and housing

Quality of life is 
affected by 

Mobility

TOD has multiple
Typologies

Land Use Economic 
Development Housing

Environmental 
Protection Transportation

Community 
Services & 
Facilities

Urban Design Historic 
Preservation Infrastructure

Parks, 
Recreation & 
Open Space

Educational 
Facilities Arts & Culture
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A person’s experience with where they live and their quality of life is more than land use, jobs and transportation.  Quality of life is affected by multiple factors, as shown by the different topics shown on the slide included in DC’s Comprehensive Plan. Transportation is one of these factors, with mobility playing an important role quality of life. Planning for mobility and Transportation Oriented Development is a key factor in ensuring the future success of the region. However, TOD is not one size fits all. The Region consists of nearly 5.5 million people in 23 different jurisdictions covering 3,500 square miles. Regionally there is alignment on the desire for TOD, but priorities in jurisdictions vary based on their populations and geography. These different priorities influence the form TOD takes. An emphasis on family housing and parks will make TOD look different than an emphasis on retail and aging in place. 



What Have We Learned
Multiple jurisdictions are currently working on their 

Comprehensive Plans
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Multiple Jurisdictions are currently updating their Comprehensive Plans. This creates the opportunity to bring the conversations that are happening at Planning Directors meetings and TPB back to the local level, to align the needs and challenges the region is facing. 



What have we Learned

Buzzard Point Richmond Highway

Historic Downtown ManassasEisenhower East

White Flint

The region is planning for Redevelopment
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Current planning is focused on redevelopment and repositioning land uses, with an emphasis on getting the most out of land and infrastructure. These redevelopment efforts are framed around transportation infrastructure, but have different characteristics throughout the region. In Prince George’s County redevelopment is focused on the future Purple Line, in Fairfax County on the future Richmond Highway BRT, in Montgomery County there is an effort to redevelop autofocused shopping centers and their parking lots into mixed use centers, and Alexandria is planning density around underutilized Metrorail Stations. These efforts provide an opportunity to improve coordination for roadway planning, transit planning and last mile connections regionally. In this conversation traditional BUS is still important as it serves all land use.



Cross Cutting Themes
There is a disconnect between 

planning and development outcomes

Immediate needs and concerns 
compete with long term vision

The Market Matters

Land use changes faster than 
infrastructure can be implemented

Timing

Community 

Financing
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The planning directors have discussed challenges that are happening locally and regionally. These challenges relate to three themes: timing, communities and financing. Timing issues are related to the disconnect between planning and development outcomes. Regionally less housing is being built than called for in comprehensive plans, with multiple examples of town houses being built instead of dense mixed-use developments near Metrorail Stations. Timing is also a challenge as land use can change faster than infrastructure is implemented. Comprehensive Plans identify the needed investment, but often these improvements are only programmed after the development has created pressure on supportive infrastructure.As part of the planning process the community will have immediate needs and concerns that compete with the long term vision. Short term concerns about parking and traffic congestion compete with a communities’ long term desire for a walkable, mixed-use community.The financing for these new developments is also a impediment to the realization of the long term vision, as the market decides what types of construction and uses are profitable in the short term. 



Cross Cutting Themes

There needs to be a 
bigger emphasis on 

equity and 
inclusiveness in TOD 

planning

Source: MWCOG
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I want to thank TPB for being a leader in the conversation of how transportation affects equity. Regionally we still need to improve equity, and provide more housing in areas served by quality transportation. Planning departments will use this tool to better inform decision making and investment, in order to improve regional equity.



Reflections

•Regional goals should be 
considered in the local planning 
process.

•There should be better coordination 
between transportation planning 
and land use planning.

•How does TPB get Regional goals 
integrated into local planning?
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What happens at the local level is important to the region. Better land use and transportation coordination at the jurisdictional level leads to improved outcomes, which benefit the whole region. If each local planning better aligned with the regional goals and needs, the benefits would be seen beyond jurisdictional boundaries. To build on current regional coordination the Planning Directors will be expanding our conversation to other MWCOG groups and other regional policy groups. Our goal is to improve coordination between jurisdictions and the Region, to create outcomes that improve quality of life for its residents. 
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